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Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try
your search again later.The Caliber III never requires calibration; there are no springs to stretch or
moving parts to wear out. Features easy to read large display, slim profile design, and magnetic
mount. Full 5 years guarantee.To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by
star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Please try again later. R. Lodge 5.0 out of 5 stars And do not expect these inexpensive instruments
to all read the same when placed sidebyside. All the inexpensive instruments I purchased and all my
costly professional instruments costing into the thousands do not give exactly the same readings
when placed together in my laboratory controlled climate chamber. Do not expect a lot of precision
in humidity measurement for a number of factors too complicated to go into here but related to
airborne particles and various gaseous molecules in the air. RH is notoriously difficult to pinpoint
with accuracy and a lot of work has gone into trying for critical industrial operations. Accept that
limitation. Its hard to do, though, when you see that single digital number displayed. But you need to
think in ranges only. This is important for the cigar keepers. The only ones reasonably accurate
would not fit in most humidors. Using these at the extreme of 65% RH, if that is your target, is
asking too much of them as the further from 50% RH the environment, the more resistant these are
to reading the actual. However, for larger humidor cases, I have found the Oakton 357 to be good
enough I have threeand can give you some confidence that if its displaying 65% RH, its probably
6070 RH.http://cagirijaandcarajumenonfoundation.org/userfiles/digi-tech-gmbh-watch-manual.xml

western caliber iii digital hygrometer instructions, caliber iii digital hygrometer
manual.
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Do not expect more. One other thing you must know about digital hygrometers, and this is critical to
recognize, they are fastthe more you pay for the sensor within it, the faster its response and they
quickly read their local environments which includes your body heat, skin moisture, breath moisture,
and varying temperature and humidity in local air currents you may not even feel. You are a walking
warm cloud. Certainly dont hold one and expect it to match another instrument sitting next to it on a
shelf. The heat of your hand warms the plastic case raising the temperature reading and thus also
drastically affecting RH. Dont even stand within three feet of a sensitive and fast digital instrument
and expect it to match the display of one four feet from you. Also, this digital instrument and others
like it will detect and display numbers representing something close to the real differences in the
environment that can exist just inches apart. Thats why two of the same instruments next to each
other may not match its not bad quality but high sensitivity. The differences they observe in the
readings can be really due to accurate sensitivities.Put it through paces. A product having a good
run in easy conditions is not necessarily a good product. There are a hundred hygrometers that will
be correct in a test right out of the box but that doesnt mean it will hold up over time as conditions
vary. However I can say 100% this is a solid product. How can I be so sure. Well, I live in Michigan,
a few miles from Lake Michigan, and the climate here is all over the place. Depending on the season
outside ambient may be 90 degrees and 90% humidity or 50% humidity but at 5 or 10 degrees below
zero. Were getting air thats either been over land or thats been picking up moisture from 100 miles
of water depending on which way the wind blows. Sometimes I have to move the humidor to the
basement to get a proper stable temp which only adds another
variable.http://www.eindiaart.com/userfiles/digi-x8-user-manual.xml

Knowing THAT my humidors humidity needs a lot of tweaking is obvious. Knowing how much How
often Which direction Thats a lot tougher because the humidity buffering of the cigars and cedar can
make a big difference.On some occasions Ive smoked sticks out that have been stored for 1218
months and theyve had no leaf cracks, beetle holes, dusty mold stuff, etc. If this test doesnt give you
confidence this hygrometer will let you know what your humidor needs I dont know what
will!Shortly after purchasing this unit and placing in my humidor I noticed that I could not get my
humidor up to 70% no matter how hard I tried. I thought I had leaks or something. I ended up
putting a cup full of distilled water in the bottom of it to see if that would get the humidity up which
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eventually i did. But wait, was that mold i see now growing on my humidor draws. It sure was. turns
out that my humidor was always at 70% but this hygrometer was reading 10% lower than what it
actually was. This means I actually had my humidor up to 80% for while, no wonder i got mold. Well
here I am 3 months after I tried to contact them times with no response. So i guess you should
purchase this item if you want to take the chance that you may receive one of the defective ones.
Just make sure you figure it out sooner than I did as it was past eligibility to return it to
Amazon.After digging into the software found that an offset had been set 4c off on the AC
thermostat. These 2 little units work well and consistely track each other for both Temp and
humidity. I had also bought a 1step calibration pack to check the humidity calibration, but noticed
that the instructions specifically warn against using these cal packs due to chance of damage to the
unit so have never bothered to do this.I have an original genuine Caliber III and these are a cheap
copy. With 65% Bovedas my genuine one is spot on. I shouldve believed the other reviews.Sorry, we
failed to record your vote.

Please try again They did say they are accurate to give or take 5 %, but they also warn you not to try
and calibrate then yourself, and that if you want them calibrated use them straight from them. A
cheek really. If they are accurately calibrated then why declare such a large accuracy range and
then blame people fir wanting to verify it with the salt in a bag method. I wanted accuracy. I dont
know which one to trust, so I just split the difference. I expect more Western Humidir.Sorry, we
failed to record your vote. Please try again Im getting another one to replace it. Im getting another
one to replace it.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Misleading picture of a
genuine Calaber. This is not western digital. It’s a con like everything from China. Getting sick of
amazon “sort it out”Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again Product arrived quickly. First thing i done was to stick it in a jar with a
62 humidipak and left it over night. Not a massive problem as long as i remember it is out but for 15
expected better.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Recommended product for its
area of use.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I have used the product for just
over 6 months. Really disappointed. The model is now out of stock on the amazon website, but the
newer model is available. The Caliber IV costs a further 10, coming in at 25. Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. The best location is Remove the backing
paper from Removing or We are certain that you will find that this is the most dependable and
accurate unit available in the consumer market. To maintain your hygrometer in optimal. This will
restore the unit back to factory calibration.
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If you find your hygrometer does not work properly, you can return it for replacement or refund. No
questions asked.I asked because one who rated it gave a lower rating which is NOT deserved if he or
she didn’t attempt to remedy the problem by returning it if that was an option. Thanks again.
Respectfully, MichaelMany people choose to use a coolidor instead of a traditional cedar lined
humidor.It was an immediate hit thanks to its slim design and accuracy, and over the years we sold
thousands of these units. Now, Cigar Oasis and Western Humidor have teamed up, the Caliber III
has been discontinued, and the new Western Caliber IV digital hygrometer has arrived. The new
Caliber IV has kept the same accuracy and slim profile as its predecesor but with one very
convenient added feature adjustable calibration. With the push of a button you will now be able to
adjust the display setting. Does exactly what it is supposed to. Will be ordering another. Narrow
profile so it doesn’t reduce clearance in the humidor. Accurate read outs and adjustable if needed.
Very accurate. I have four of those. The other 74% which needed a1% adjustment. Very impressive. I
have 3 so far and they seem to be fairly accurate, plus the humidity can be calibrated easily. They
are easy to mount, view, and provide good accurate info. Very accurate and they dont take up much
room. Did everything that needed to be done and more. Like how big the display is, easier to read.
Tempature reads 70 degrees and in one second jumps to 55 degrees then back to 70 degrees. When
I received it, I put it into a Boveda Calibration pack and found that the Oasis IV showed just 2
degrees less that the 75% Boveda pak. I have had it in my Humidor unit since about midApril as I
write this in midJune. It has worked as advertised, spot on accuracy. I have able to mount it with the
magnet, or move it to different parts of the humidor to get readings. This is highly functional and not
overly flashy.
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Highly recommend to someone looking for a accurate but not overly flashy digital Hygrometer at a
good price. Throw it in the humidor and done. Quick and easy to read. Its adjustable which I
Love.Love using it to calibrate my analog variants. My automatic humidifier reading was way off dry.
Cigars already getting better. Even though you don’t have to calibrate it, if you do, you’ll know how
much you may need to adjust the display for a 100% accurate RH reading. It’s very easy and
intuitive to adjust and then I don’t have to mentally add or subtract a few points every time I look at
it. Not true with most other humidor hygrometers, and that alone elevates the Caliber to the top of
my list, along with the Boveda Smart Sensor. Neptune’s price is also the best I’ve seen to date. No
hesitation recommending this essential and high quality little tool. I need to buy 2 more now. Very
simple to adjust. Id trust my humis any day with these. Very easily calibrated and extremely
accurate. It was easy to setup and get working. It did need calibration as it was 4% RH low using a
Boveda calibration kit. Recommend checking calibration before using. And its very reasonable. Best
improvement with the IV compared to the III is that you can adjust the Humidity read out to make
sure its calibrated correctly. I bought 2, one was slightly off by 1%, but acceptable. Bought 4 and the
most off was 2%. I have 5 throughout various cigar storage systems that I use and they fantastic, I
highly recommend them. Made the adjustment quick and easy and it was ready to roll. Bought
another one for my other humidor. Works great, easy to calibrate and read. Within 1% accuracy out
of box. Nice to have the temp and humidity in one unit, and its fairly small, so it doesnt take up a lot
of space. I used the Boveda calibration kit and had to adjust the Caliber V hygrometer by 1%. The
hygrometer comes with magnets for mounting. With temperature and humidity readings I am
replacing my analog hygrometer.
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This is much better than the small round units that cant be recalibrated. Spend the extra 7 bucks
and get the Caliber IV. Way better than the analog that came on my Humi. I tested it first in a sealed
plastic bag with a 72% RH Boveda packet and it stayed within 12% for over 24 hours. The device is
sensitive to large changes in RH that occur when opening the lid on the humidor but quickly
recovers. I recommend this product for novice and experienced alike. Only 1 had to be adjusted 2
points.What good would a hygrometer be that doesnt display accurate readings. Why do they even
bother shipping humidors with those cheesy little analog ones. Small in size and mounts anywhere. I
calibrated it with the Boveda system and it has been working great ever since. Doesnt take up my
room in my humidor either. It was within 2% of the number on the Boveda pack I placed inside of
the ziplock bag with it. I adhered the metal tab to the inner lid of my humidor, and posted it there. I
have a glass top, that allows me to monitor the temperature and humidity with opening the humidor.
I have noticed, that depending on where it is located within the humidor, it will generate a different
reading. This prompted me to over react. Reads a couple off compared to my others but its only by a
couple percent so im not worried about it. As expected, its accuracy is good and remains the only
digital I will order. I ran it thru the Boveda test and it was 100% accurate right out of box. It fits
perfect on the back of the lid. Easy to read thru the glass but not in the way. No need to calibrate, as
it registered perfectly. Best buy in this category. Bought it to use in a newly purchased humidor.
Easy to set up and calibrate thanks to the clear setup instructions. A magnet is also included so you
can attach it to the lid or wall of your humidor if so desired. At the same time I purchased a Boveda
Hygrometer calibration kit. Money well spent.

The unit was properly calibrated and set up in a couple of days. I just might buy another Caliber IV
to replace an ancient analog hygrometer that I have in another humidor. Excellent product at very
favorable price. The Caliber IV is far better than anything I have used very easy to calibrate, no silly
dial and constant adjustments. It just worked, and has a very fast response to give readings. Dont
mess around with any other digital hygrometer, get a caliber IV. View Details We will let you know
when the product become available. Thank you. Reward Program Earn Points On Any Order.All
prices subject to change without notice. We reserve the right to limit quantities. We do not sell
tobacco products to anyone under the age of 21. We do not sell cigarettes. Western Humidor is
original designer of the digital hygrometer for the cigar industry. The famed Caliber III is now the
Caliber IV. It has been updated with an easy recalibration option and new packaging but the same
reliable performance. By using our website, you agree to our use of cookies in accordance with the
C.Gars Privacy Policy Same great features as the Caliber III, but now with the ability to adjust
calibration. A great digital hygrometer with excellent accuracy at an affordable price. Specifications
Super slim profile with secure magnetic mount.I feel a lot more confident having it in the humidor.
Although whats noticeably different is the style as it retains the traditional looks of an analogue
hygrometer, but with the benefits of the updated digital features. If you like the Digital hygrometer
but like the retro feel, pick one of these up! On both of these Xikar hygrometers the tolerance is 2%
either way whereas the Caliber IV is 1%. Both Xikars were not within specification using the Boveda



Hygrometer Test kit. Bought a Caliber and popped it into the bag and within 24 hours it is reading
bang on 75%, as it should. Both Xikars are being returned for the Caliber IV.

http://www.naturapreserved.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626f
e3f17aa90---bose-v25-user-manual.pdf

Fantastic hygrometer with easy to read Relative Humidity RH and Temperature and on top of that
you can alter the device if it does start to drift. Please dont make the same mistake I did. Go for one
of these. You wont be disappointed! After doing a 24 hour one step test this unit was 100% spot on.
So when I placed it inside my Humidor I was shocked when it showed me my humidifier was out by
8%. Unlike my Humidifier this unit is still inside my humidor giving me piece of mind that the %
levels are correct. It has the same accuracy and slim profile as the Caliber III but with one very
convenient added feature adjustable calibration. New ZX circuit technology prevents false reading
while the memory circuit keeps track of high and low humidity and temperature history.Yahoo Store
Development by All Web Promotion. The large and easy to read screen shows both the humidity and
temperature, and its ZX circuit technology prevents false reading while the memory circuit keeps
track of high and low humidity and temperature history. It has a slim profile design and is easily
switchable for monitoring in Fahrenheit or Celsius.Removing this link breaches the Volusion
agreement. This is the replacement for the Caliber III unit and is user calibration capable. These
have been the most consistent and accurate. Out of the box it was very accurate in my case. Travel
Humidor Black. However, there’s a lot of hearsay surrounding this something enigmatic devices that
it can be somewhat confusing as to what to buy and how to use it best. You can also head to the
menu below to see what else is covered as well as our other guides. Although there was an
admittedly shaky start, the software issues have been ironed out and the Butler is now an effective
and reliable tool. Not only can you track your humidor’s humidity and temperature history but you
can use it to directly order more packs. However, Boveda show you how it’s possible to set up
remote monitoring by using an old smartphone.

Nevertheless, it’s an elegant and refined choice for serious collectors. Unlike the Boveda Butler, it’s
WiFi enabled, which means that you can use it for remote monitoring right out of the box. It’s
essentially inserted into the humidor like an extra cigar and sits with your collection. However, it has
extra features such as ventilation control as well as the ability to find nearby lounges according to
your location. Although it wasn’t designed specifically for cigars, it excels inside your humidor.
However, you can purchase a WiFi gateway, which can be connected to a router in order to provide
you with remote monitoring. Nevertheless, it can be calibrated to decrease this as much as possible.
Its round shape is particularly convenient and it can be placed like a traditional analogue
hygrometer at the centre of a humidor’s interior. Nevertheless, it provides pretty good accuracy
even out of the box. Furthermore, it boasts the greatest accuracy in this list so far with only a 1%
variance. While we do prefer aesthetics of the Hygroset II, the Inkbird is easier to use with extra
buttons for functionality. However, bear in mind that it can’t be calibrated so you can’t expect the
same level of accuracy as the other options listed here. Its screen features a dial with a LCD needle
that indicates the RH. Meanwhile, a small thermometer displays the temperature below. Therefore,
we recommend calibrating it immediately to benefit from its 1% variance. A simple digital
hygrometer with a clean display, Xikar claim that it requires no calibration at all. Although we prefer
to be able to calibrate our devices ourselves, we can see the appeal of this nofuss hygrometer. Even
with the best quality humidor, an accurate and calibrated hygrometer is fundamental. Consequently,
they need to be stored in a controlled environment to prevent them becoming dry or mouldy from
too much moisture.

However, you may not be able to account for all the factors such as the humidification system’s
levels and changes in the external environment. As a result, you won’t be able to realise that it has
caused the overall relative humidity RH to drop. Yet you’ll need a hygrometer to realise that this is
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happening and act accordingly before the cigars are damaged. That said, its readings may indicate
that you will have tasks to perform to ensure that the cigars’ biosphere remains stable. Although we
do this daily, you can as little as once a week. Nevertheless, it’s important to take a mental note of
the hygrometer’s figures. There can be some minor fluctuations over time but they mustn’t be too
sudden either. Since Boveda offer a variety of packs with different relative humidity levels, we break
down their various benefits and why you should consider them. However, if the humidity is
increasing or decreasing beyond an acceptable limit, you may need to step in and take action.
Meanwhile, a humidity level that’s too high could indicate an overzealous humidity system, which
can sometimes be alleviated by something as simple as airing the humidor. In case you aren’t
familiar with them, analogue hygrometers are relatively rudimentary devices that dictate humidity
with a traditional hand on a dial. Most analogue hygrometers will feature a metal spring that
tightens or loosens when exposed to different levels of humidity. This is never overly precise as the
spring may move differently depending on the environment. Sadly, there’s no precise way of
knowing when that is other than if you manage to observe abnormal changes in your readings. For
instance, higherquality analogue hygrometers will use a synthetic or human hair instead of a metal
spring. Occasionally, this can even be more accurate than digital hygrometers. Nevertheless, it still
needs to be properly maintained with frequent calibration.

After all, we live in a connected world where you can essentially control an entire household from
the palm of your hand.As hinted above, these smart sensors provide you with the opportunity to
check on your cigar collection from the comfort of your phone. Additionally, you won’t even have to
open the containers and can check them all at the same time. This is essential as some hygrometers
can be completely off by as much as 10% RH when taken out of their box. This might result in dry
cigars, a breakout of mould, or even tobacco beetles! As a result, you may try to estimate the actual
relative humidity. However, this is essentially guesswork and comes with its own risks. However, as
much as we trust them, we don’t just want to take their word for it. Therefore, we ensure that we
calibrate our hygrometers before they’re used. Learn how to properly do it with our full guide on
how to calibrate a hygrometer ! Since theyre cheap, Ill grab a few for my coolidors.Learn how your
comment data is processed. It has a slim profile design and is easily switchable for monitoring in
Fahrenheit or Celsius.Neck finish looks killer and playability is on another level. Truly inspiring. I
cannot thank you enough. If I ever got any actual playing skill, I could probably take over the world
with this thing. Thank You Sir. The construction is impeccable and the tone and volume are as good
as it gets on the custom front. These guitars will surely be flooding the scene as soon as people get
to hear them. I own a E model beard but my next purchase will be one of Steve’s guitars. If you get
the chance don’t pass them up. This is an outstanding instrument. The sound is even more than I
expected from the videos online. I haven’t gotten a chance to play it a whole lot but the more and
more I play, the better I like it. You and your crew are very talented in this art and business you run
at making great high quality instruments at a darn good price.

Will report back after some much anticipated playing time. Have a good one. It sparkles. The
binding, by the way, is extraordinary. Gold hardware complements the woods and finish, and the
scalloped tailpiece lends itself perfectly to the shape of the mandolin. It is an aesthetic celebration.
The tone is phenomenal, and the low, easy setup allows me to bring out the tone as if the instrument
were already played in, that’s how refined it is already. When you mentioned that it is very easy to
play you understated it the radiused fretboard and setup give it an effortless feel. Thanks, Steve, for
your creation. Wow! It is so small for producing such a GREAT sound. I must say it leaves my Weber
Y2K standing in the dust. I tried a couple of dozen different pick weights and materials till I adopted
a couple that seem to work best with the Traveler and, as fortune would have it, my old Tone Guard
fits her like a glove. Superb job Steve. The frets are quite nice. Top nut to tailpiece. She sings so
sweetly. AND I believe you will find a niche with the celtic crowd as the Traveler just loves to play
fast and Irish or Scottish. I am so glad I chose the satin finish and the gold clamshell tailpiece. It’s



understated and elegant. I am highly happy and my wife likes it too. Now that I have one, it still is
the sound. How wonderful. As we go along I will have some other requests. I’ll ask you about them
later. Thank you for the gift and extra strings. Take care Steve and thanks again. Your friend Bruce.
Make sure this account has posts available on instagram.com.
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